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LET’S GO SHOOT SOMETHING. Pack up your camera 

bag and set out on an adventure. Whether it’s across 

town or across the globe, let’s go make something. This 

is what Benro is all about. You might be a seasoned 

filmmaker or a beginner just learning the importance of 

camera movement. Either way we want to be part of your 

next production. 

Being filmmakers ourselves, we understand that having 

the right gear is essential. It has to be reliable, easy-to-use, 

quick to setup, and easy to afford. That’s why we pride 

ourselves in our products. It’s our way of giving back to our 

community of adventurous filmmakers. 

Now let’s go shoot something!
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S-series video tripod kits 

A tripod for every camera

Whether you’re using a small action camera, HDSLR or 
larger video camera the S-Series has you covered 

with four different video heads that cover a 
weight range from 5.5 lb (S2) up to 17.6 lb (S8).

Versatility

Typically if you wanted to move your camera from a 
video tripod to a slider you would need two separate 
video heads. With the Benro S-Series you can simply 
unthread the flat base head from the tripod and mount it 
directly to any 3/8" slider, monopod or half ball adapter. 

Speed

On set, time is money. Setting up a tripod shouldn’t be 
something that takes forever. Our flip locks ensure rapid 
deployment when arriving on location. Multi-angle 
locks let each leg angle be set independently for quick 
adjustment and to accommodate uneven terrain.

Aluminum alloy or carbon fiber legs

Choose between the sturdy and affordable aluminum 
alloy legs or the lightweight and travel-friendly carbon 
fiber legs. Each video tripod kit is based on an eighth-
generation design of single leg tubes and flip lever 
leg lock mechanisms. Offering exceptional rigidity 
and torque-resistance, so critical to smooth camera 
movement, these kits are available in a variety of sizes, 
using both carbon fiber and aluminum alloy legs in 
combination with strategically select cast and machined 
aluminum and magnesium alloy components.
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

S8 video tripod kits
The Benro S8 Video Tripod Kits are jam packed with features that you actually need. 
Built for HDSLR cameras with rigs and long lenses or the latest video cameras, the 
S8 Kits support up to 17.6 lb. Equipped with a 75mm flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
the S8 becomes a versatile creative tool allowing you remove the 75mm half ball 
adapter to mount the head separately on sliders, jibs, or monopods. 

Other features include: pan and tilt lock, pan and tilt drag, 4-step counterbalance, 
illuminated bubble level and two 3/8" accessory mounts for attaching monitor arms 
or audio recorders directly to the head. This allows you to attach accessories without 
needing a cage or rig to do so.

Available in both aluminum alloy and carbon fiber, each S8 Video Tripod Kit has a 75mm bowl and 
includes a 75mm half ball adapter and tie down handle. The tripod itself was made in combination 
with strategically select cast and machined aluminum and magnesium alloy components. Multi-angle 
leg locks allow each leg to be positioned independently for quick setup and uneven terrain. The 
rubber feet can be replaced with a set of stainless-steel spiked feet, which are included. For additional 
stability there is a weight hook at the bottom of the center column for hanging a camera bag or other 
weight. Max height = 63.8 in. Closed length = 31.5 in.

Independent pan lock and 
fluid pan drag control

Independent tilt lock and 
fluid tilt drag control

4-step counterbalance of 
0-, 5.5-, 11- and 17.6 lb

All specifications subject to change without notice. 

The 75mm half ball adapter 
can easily be detached 
from the S8 head.

Fluid 
Pan Drag

Fluid  
Tilt Drag

4-step 
Counterbalance

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
17.6 lb

Accessory 
Mount
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

75mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

Swappable rubber and 
spike feet to handle 
virtually any surface 

Three adjustable leg angles 
for more flexibility

Flip leg locks for quick 
height adjustments

Heavy-duty carrying case 
and strap included

S8 video tripod kit features

 ʲ Continuous pan drag

Dial in the perfect amount of tension necessary with 
the variable pan drag.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S8 
is +90°/–70°.

 ʲ 4-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 
11.0 lb (5.0 kg) and 17.6 lb (8.0 kg).

 ʲ 75mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S8 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S8 also uses 
a 504PL compatible QR13 plate.

 ʲ Adjustable leg angles

For an extra measure of flexibility, Benro tripod legs 
can be independently locked into place at three 
different angles to enable shooting in cramped 
quarters, on irregular surface areas or at ground level.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Tripod height can easily be set by a flip of the quick 
lock leg levers, which combined with anti-rotation 
legs enable fast and fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Choice of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber

Choose between the sturdy and affordable 
aluminum alloy legs or the lightweight and travel-
friendly carbon fiber legs.

 ʲ Stainless steel spiked feet

Easily swap out the screw-in rubber feet for the stainless 
steel spiked feet to handle virtually any surface.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the tripod and head.

All specifications subject to change without notice. 
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

S6 video tripod kits
The Benro S6 Video Tripod Kits are designed to make your HDSLR or video camera even 
more versatile. Ready for adventure straight out of the box, the S6 comes in your choice 
of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber legs. Supporting up to 13.2 lb the S6 utilizes a unique 
leveling ball that sits on the center column allowing for additional height when needed. 

Just like all of the Benro S-Series heads, the S6 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" 
thread, allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, jibs, monopods or half 
ball adapters. Other features include: pan and tilt lock, tilt drag, 4-step counterbalance, 
illuminated bubble level and a telescoping pan arm. 

Each S6 Video Tripod Kit is based on an eighth-generation design of single leg tubes 
and flip lever leg lock mechanisms. The tripod itself was made in combination with 
strategically select cast and machined aluminum and magnesium alloy components. 
Multi-angle leg locks allow each leg to be positioned independently for quick setup and 
uneven terrain. The rubber feet can be replaced with a set of stainless-steel spiked feet, 
which are included. For additional stability there is a weight hook at the bottom of the 
center column for hanging a camera bag or other weight. Max height = 70.3 in. Closed 
length = 31.7 in. 

Integral leveling base on 
the center column

Independent pan and 
tilt lock with fluid tilt 
drag control

4-step counterbalance of 
0-, 5.5-, 9.9- and 13.2 lb

Fluid  
Tilt Drag

4-step 
Counterbalance

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
13.2 lb
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

65mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

Swappable rubber and 
spike feet to handle 
virtually any surface 

Three adjustable leg angles 
for more flexibility

Flip leg locks for quick 
height adjustments

Heavy-duty carrying case 
and strap included

S6 video tripod kit features:

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S6 
is +90°/-50°.

 ʲ 4-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 
9.9 lb (4.5 kg) and 13.2 lb (6.0 kg).

 ʲ  65mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S6 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S6 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Adjustable leg angles

For an extra measure of flexibility, Benro tripod legs 
can be independently locked into place at three 
different angles to enable shooting in cramped 
quarters, on irregular surface areas or at ground level.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Tripod height can easily be set by a flip of the 
quick lock leg levers, which combined with 
anti-rotation legs enable fast and fumble-free 
set-up.

 ʲ  Choice of aluminum alloy or 
carbon fiber

Choose between the sturdy and 
affordable aluminum alloy legs or 
the lightweight and travel-friendly 
carbon fiber legs.

 ʲ  Stainless steel spiked feet

Easily swap out the screw-in 
rubber feet for the stainless steel 
spiked feet to handle virtually 
any surface.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and 
strap included for 
handy transport and 
protection of the tripod 
and head.
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

S4 video tripod kits
The Benro S4 Video Tripod Kits are designed to make 

your HDSLR or video camera even more versatile. 
Ready for adventure straight out of the 

box, the S4 comes in your choice 
of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber 
legs. Supporting up to 8.8 lb the S4 

utilizes a unique leveling ball that 
sits on the center column allowing for additional height 
when needed. 

Just like all of the Benro S-Series heads, the S4 is 
equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, allowing 
you to mount the head separately on sliders, jibs, 
monopods or half ball adapters. Other features include: 
pan & tilt lock, tilt drag, built-in bubble level and pan arm. 

Each S4 Video Tripod Kit is based on an eighth-
generation design of single leg tubes and flip lever 

leg lock mechanisms. The tripod itself was made in 
combination with strategically select cast and 

machined aluminum and magnesium alloy 
components. Multi-angle leg locks allow each leg 

to be positioned independently for quick setup 
and uneven terrain. The rubber feet can be 

replaced with a set of stainless-steel spiked 
feet, which are included. For additional 

stability there is a weight hook at 
the bottom of the center column 
for hanging a camera bag or other 
weight. Max height = 69.7 in. Closed 

length = 31.1 in.

S4 video tripod kit features 

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S4 
is +90°/-60°.

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S4 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S4 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Adjustable leg angles

For an extra measure of flexibility, Benro tripod legs 
can be independently locked into place at three 
different angles to enable shooting in cramped 
quarters, on irregular surface areas,or at ground level.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Tripod height can easily be set by a flip of the quick 
lock leg levers, which combined with anti-rotation 
legs enable fast and fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Choice of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber

Choose between the sturdy and affordable 
aluminum alloy legs or the lightweight and travel-
friendly carbon fiber legs.

 ʲ Stainless steel spiked feet

Easily swap out the screw-in rubber feet for the stainless 
steel spiked feet to handle virtually any surface.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the tripod and head.

60mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

Pan arm handle with 
rubber grip

Independent pan and 
tilt lock

501PL compatible sliding 
quick release plate

Integral leveling base on 
the center column

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
8.8 lb
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S-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

S2 video tripod kits
The Benro S2 Video Tripod Kits are designed to make 
your HDSLR or video camera even more versatile. Ready 
for adventure straight out of the box, the S2 comes in 
your choice of aluminum or carbon fiber legs. Supporting 
up to 5.5 lb the S2 utilizes a unique leveling ball that 
sits on the center column allowing for additional height 
when needed. 

Just like all of the Benro S-Series heads, the S2 is 
equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, allowing 
you to mount the head separately on sliders, jibs, 
monopods or half ball adapters. Other features include: 
pan & tilt lock, tilt drag, built-in bubble level and pan arm. 

Each S2 Video Tripod Kit is based on an eighth-
generation design of single leg tubes and flip 
lever leg lock mechanisms. The tripod itself was 
made in combination with strategically select cast 
and machined aluminum and magnesium alloy 
components. Multi-angle leg locks allow each leg to be 
positioned independently for quick setup and uneven 
terrain. The rubber feet can be replaced with a set 
of stainless-steel spiked feet, which are included. For 
additional stability there is a weight hook at the bottom 
of the center column for hanging a camera bag or other 
weight. Max height = 61.8 in. Closed length = 27.4 in.

S2 video tripod kit features

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S2 
is +90°/-80°.

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S2 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. 

 ʲ Adjustable leg angles

For an extra measure of flexibility, Benro tripod legs 
can be independently locked into place at three 
different angles to enable shooting in cramped 
quarters, on irregular surface areas or at ground level.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Tripod height can easily be set by a flip of the quick 
lock leg levers, which combined with anti-rotation 
legs enable fast and fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Choice of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber

Choose between the sturdy and affordable 
aluminum alloy legs or the lightweight and 
travel-friendly carbon fiber legs.

 ʲ Stainless steel spiked feet

Easily swap out the screw-in rubber 
feet for the stainless steel spiked feet to 
handle virtually any surface.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the tripod and head.

60mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

Swappable screw-in rubber 
and spike feet

Independent pan and 
tilt lock

Three adjustable leg angles 
for more flexibility

Flip leg locks for quick 
height adjustments

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
5.5 lb
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S-series video monopod kits 

Small footprint

Monopods take up less room and allow you to work in 
tight spaces. Each video monopod features a 3-leg base 
with pan cartridge for smooth and stable shots along 
with reverse folding legs for compact travel.

Smooth panning

Not only does the video monopod come with a 3-leg 
base with pan cartridge, but each S-Series video 
head also has an independent pan lock, which allows 
you to pan smoothly without having to turn the 
entire monopod.

Flip or twist

The choice is yours. Choose between flip locks or twist 
locks. Both provide rapid deployment. The rest is just 
personal preference. 

THE NUMBER OF CREATIVE USES for a video monopod 
is endless. Live event shooters love them for their 
mobility, wedding filmmakers for their small footprint. 
Narrative filmmakers for their speed and versatility. 
Documentary for the “handheld look” without fatigue. 
No matter what type of project you’re working on, a 
video monopod should be part of your tool kit. 

Mobility

Being small and lightweight has plenty of advantages. 
The ability to move from one spot to another quickly 
means you’ll never miss a moment during live events. 

Camera movement

Moving the camera can boost your production value 
significantly and video monopods provide an easy way 
to achieve this. The ball joint in the 3-leg base sets the 
camera free from static shots and allows for sweeping 
movements and impressive results when combined with 
a pan or tilt. 
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S-SERIES VIDEO MONOPOD KITS

S6 video monopod kit features 

 ʲ 3-leg folding base

The 3-leg base provides extra stability for shooting  
video as well as a pan cartridge for extra smooth 
movements. 

 ʲ 4-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5kg), 
9.9 lb (4.5 kg) and 13.2 lb (6.0 kg)

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S6 
is +90°/-50°. 

 ʲ 65mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S6 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S6 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Monopod height can easily be set by a flip 
of the quick lock leg levers, enabling fast and 
fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the monopod and head.

S6 video monopod kits 
These heavy-duty video monopods, available in both flip 

lock and twist lock, provide a 13.2 lb payload capacity 
as well as a 4-step counterbalance that is necessary 
when working with heavier cameras and longer 
lenses. The S6 Video Monopod Kits features a 

3-leg base with pan cartridge for smooth and stable 
shots along with reverse folding legs for compact travel.

The S6 head includes an independent pan lock, which 
allows you to pan smoothly without having to turn 
the entire monopod. Other features include tilt lock, 
501PL compatible QR6 plate, tilt drag and illuminated 
bubble level. Each Benro Video Monopod Kit is based 
on an eighth-generation design of single leg tubes and 
the option of flip lever or twist leg lock mechanisms. 
Carrying case included. Max height = 70.5 in. Closed 
length = 27.8 in.

Independent pan and tilt 
locks with drag control

Available in either flip or 
twist leg locks

3-leg folding base 4-step counterbalance of 
0-, 5.5-, 9.9- and 13.2 lb

65mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread
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S-SERIES VIDEO MONOPOD KITS

S2 video monopod kit 
These lightweight video monopods, available in both 
flip lock and twist lock, provide a 5.5 lb payload capacity 
ideal for small cameras. The S2 Video Monopod Kit 
features a 3-leg base with pan cartridge for smooth 
and stable shots along with reverse folding legs for 
compact travel.

The S2 head includes an independent pan lock, which 
allows you to pan smoothly without having to turn the 
entire monopod. Other features include tilt lock, foam 
hand grip and built-in bubble level. Each Benro Video 
Monopod Kit is based on an eighth-generation design of 
single leg tubes and the option of flip lever or twist leg 
lock mechanisms. Carrying case included. Max height = 
65.6 in. Closed length = 25.6 in.

S2 video monopod kit features 

 ʲ 3-leg folding base

The 3-leg base provides extra stability for shooting 
video as well as a pan cartridge for extra smooth 
movements. 

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S2 
is +90°/-80°.

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S2 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. 

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Monopod height can easily be set by a flip 
of the quick lock leg levers, enabling fast and 
fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the monopod and head.

S4 video monopod kit 
These travel-friendly video monopods, available in both 
flip lock and twist lock, provide a 8.8 lb payload capacity 
ideal for HDSLR cameras. The S4 Video Monopod Kit 
features a 3-leg base with pan cartridge for smooth 
and stable shots along with reverse folding legs for 
compact travel.

The S4 head includes an independent pan lock, which 
allows you to pan smoothly without having to turn the 
entire monopod. Other features include tilt lock, 501PL 
compatible QR6 plate, tilt drag and illuminated bubble 
level. Each Benro Video Monopod Kit is based on an 
eighth-generation design of single leg tubes and the 
option of flip lever or twist leg lock mechanisms.  
Carrying case included. Max height = 69.9 in. Closed 
length = 27.2 in.

S4 video monopod kit features 

 ʲ 3-leg folding base

The 3-leg base provides extra stability for shooting 
video as well as a pan cartridge for extra smooth 
movements. 

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S4 
is +90°/-60°.

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S4 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S4 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Flip leg locks

Monopod height can easily be set by a flip 
of the quick lock leg levers, enabling fast and 
fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Carrying case included

Heavy-duty case and strap included for handy 
transport and protection of the monopod and head.

Independent pan and tilt 
locks (S4)

Available in either flip or 
twist leg locks

Closed cell foam grip 60mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

Independent pan and tilt 
locks (S2)

S4 Video 
Monopod Kit

S2 Video 
Monopod Kit
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S-series video heads 

Versatility

Typically if you wanted to move your camera from a 
video tripod to a slider you would need two separate 
video heads. With the Benro S-Series you can simply 
unthread the flat base head from the tripod and mount it 
directly to any 3/8" slider, monopod or half ball adapter. 

Payload range

The S-Series covers a range of payload capacities from 
5.5 lb all the way up to 17.6 lb. 

Uncompromisingly affordable

Starting at under $100, the S-Series heads are an easy way 
to expand your toolkit or to get yourself started.

THE MOST DISTINCTIVE FEATURE of the Benro S-Series 
is their versatility. All of the Benro S-Series heads are 
equipped with a flat base with a standard 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. 
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S-SERIES VIDEO HEADS

S8 video head
Built for HDSLR cameras with rigs and long lenses or the latest video cameras, the S8 
kits support up to 17.6 lb. Equipped with a 75mm flat base with a 3/8" thread, the S8 
becomes a versatile creative tool allowing you remove the 75mm half ball adapter to 
mount the head separately on sliders, jibs, or monopods. Other features include: pan and 
tilt lock, pan and tilt drag, 4-step counterbalance, illuminated bubble level and two 3/8" 
accessory mounts for attaching monitor arms or audio recorders directly to the head. 
This allows you to attach accessories without needing a cage or rig to do so. Tilt range 
for the S8 is +90°/-70°.

Tilt range: 
+90°/-70°

Two accessory mounts 
located on both sides of 
the head

Fluid 
Pan Drag

Fluid  
Tilt Drag

4-step 
Counterbalance

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
17.6 lb

Accessory 
Mount
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S-SERIES VIDEO HEADS

S8 video head features

 ʲ 4-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 
11.0 lb (5.0 kg) and 17.6 lb (8.0 kg).

 ʲ 75mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S8 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S8 also uses 
a 504PL compatible QR13 plate.

 ʲ Accessory mounting

Two 3/8" accessory mounts are included for attaching 
monitor arms or audio recorders directly to the 
head. This allows you to attach accessories without 
needing a cage or rig to do so.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S8 
is +90°/-70°.

 ʲ Continuous pan drag

Dial in the perfect amount of tension necessary with 
the variable pan drag.

4-step counterbalance of 
0-, 5.5-, 11- and 17.6 lb

Independent pan lock and 
fluid pan drag control

Dual-sided pan handle 
mounts

Independent tilt lock and 
fluid tilt drag control

504PL compatible 
QR13 plate

Shown with Induro 75mm 
DR Hi-Hat

Accessory mount

Telescoping pan handle

Tilt lock

QR plate release

Fluid tilt drag control

Pan lock

Fluid pan drag control

Counterbalance control
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S-SERIES VIDEO HEADS

S6 video head
The Benro S6 Video Head supports HDSLR and video 
cameras weighing up to 13.2 lb. Built on a magnesium 
alloy flat base with 3/8" threaded mount, the S6 is ideal 
for virtually any tripod, monopod, half ball adapter, slider 
or other support rig. Other features include: pan and tilt 
lock, tilt drag, 4-step counterbalance, illuminated bubble 
level and a telescoping pan arm. Tilt range for the S6 is 
+90°/-50°.

S6 video head features

 ʲ 4-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 
9.9 lb (4.5 kg), 13.2 lb (6.0 kg)

 ʲ 65mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S6 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S6 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S6 
is +90°/-50°.

65mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread

4-step counterbalance

Independent locks

All specifications subject to change without notice. 

Fluid  
Tilt Drag

4-step 
Counterbalance

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
13.2 lb
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S-SERIES VIDEO HEADS

S4 video head
The Benro S4 Video Head supports HDSLR and small 
video cameras weighing up to 8.8 lb. Built on a 
Magnesium alloy flat base with 3/8" threaded mount, 
the S4 is ideal for virtually any tripod, monopod, half 
ball adapter, slider or other support rig. Other features 
include: pan & tilt lock, built-in bubble level and pan arm. 
Tilt range for the S4 is +90°/-60°.

S4 video head features

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread

The S4 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters. The S4 also uses 
a 501PL compatible QR6 plate.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S4 
is +90°/-60°.

S2 video head
The Benro S2 Video Head supports small cameras 
weighing up to 5.5 lb. Built on a Magnesium alloy flat 
base with 3/8" threaded mount, the S2 is ideal for virtually 
any tripod, monopod, half ball adapter, slider or other 
support rig. Other features include: pan & tilt lock, tilt 
drag, built-in bubble level and pan arm. Tilt range for the 
S2 is +90°/-80°

S2 video head features

 ʲ 60mm flat base head with 3/8" thread 

The S2 is equipped with a flat base with a 3/8" thread, 
allowing you to mount the head separately on sliders, 
jibs, monopods or half ball adapters.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the S2 
is +90°/-80°.

60mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread (S2)

60mm flat base head with 
3/8" thread (S4)

Independent pan and tilt 
locks (S4)

Independent pan and tilt 
locks (S2)

All specifications subject to change without notice. 

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
8.8 lb

Flat Base 
Head

Load 
5.5 lb
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H-series video tripod kits 

Designed for camera operators

All of the main controls, other than counterbalance, are 
located on the left side of the head making it easy to 
make adjustments with a single hand while operating the 
camera. The calibrated sliding top platform makes it easy 
to set and reset camera positioning for faster balancing. 

75mm or 100mm

Whether you use 75mm or 100mm tripod systems, the 
H-Series has you covered. The 75mm H8 supports up to 
17.6 lb and the 100mm H10 supports up to 22.0 lb.

Speed

Each H-Series Video Head features a snap-in quick release 
camera plate for fast and secure camera mounting, and 
dismounting. The tripod legs also have twist lever locks 
helping to speed up setup and breakdown.

Studio friendly

The H-Series Video Tripods are 
suited for studio kits with on-camera 

monitors or even teleprompters. The 
twin leg tripod design is ideal for supporting jibs and 
can even be placed on a doorway dolly. 
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H-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

H10/H8 video tripod kits
The Benro H10 and H8 Video Tripod Kits are ideal for studio applications and larger video 
cameras. Paired with the 100mm H10 or 75mm H8 Video Head and a padded travel case, 
each Video Tripod Kit is based on an eighth-generation design of twin leg tubes and 
twist lever leg lock mechanisms. Available in both carbon fiber and aluminum alloy legs, 
the H10 kits can handle payloads up to 22.0 lb, and 17.6 lb for H8 making these video 
tripods suitable for studio kits with on-camera monitors or teleprompters.

4-step 
Pan Drag

4-step  
Tilt Drag

5-step 
Counterbalance

Bowl 
H10: 100mm

H8: 75mm

Load 
H10: 22.0 lb
H8: 17.6 lb
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H-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KITS

H10/H8 video tripod kit features

 ʲ Sliding top base

The calibrated sliding top platform makes it easy to 
set and reset camera positioning for faster balancing.

 ʲ Snap-in quick release

The H-Series Video Heads include a snap-in quick 
release camera plate with double safety feature 
to provide simple and secure camera mounting 
and dismounting.

 ʲ 5-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 

H10: 0 lb (0 kg), 8.8 lb (4.0 kg), 13.2 lb (6.0 kg), 17.6 lb 
(8.0 kg) and 22.0 lb (10.0 kg)

H8: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 9.9 lb (4.5 kg), 14.3 lb 
(6.5 kg) and 17.6 lb (8.0 kg)

 ʲ Independent pan and tilt drag

The H-Series Video Heads has a 4-step pan drag 
and 4-step tilt drag for independent control over 
each movement.

 ʲ Independent locks

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the 
H10 is +90°/-65°; H8 is +90°/-70°.

 ʲ Twist leg locks

Tripod height can easily be set by a twist of the quick 
lock leg levers, which combined with anti-rotation 
legs enable fast and fumble-free set-up.

 ʲ Choice of aluminum alloy or carbon fiber

Choose between the sturdy and affordable aluminum 
alloy legs or the lightweight carbon fiber legs.

 ʲ Stainless steel spiked feet

To ensure a solid grip on virtually any surface and 
terrain each tripod incorporates fixed double spike 
feet with removable rubber foot pads.

 ʲ Carrying case included 

Heavy-duty case and backpack straps for handy 
transport and protection of the tripod and head.

Floor spreaderSliding top base Double spike feet with 
removable rubber pads

Tripod bowl with tie down 
handle

All specifications subject to change without notice. 
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H-series video heads 

DESIGNED WITH THE CAMERA OPERATOR IN MIND, 
the Benro H-Series Video Heads are built for virtually any 
video tripod with a 75mm or 100mm bowl, featuring 
robust construction and advanced controls. All H-Series 
Video Heads include a snap-in quick release camera plate 
with double safety feature to provide simple and secure 
camera mounting, and dismounting. The calibrated 
sliding top platform makes it easy to set and reset camera 
positioning for faster balancing. 

All of the main controls, other than counterbalance, are 
located on the left side of the head making it easy to 
make adjustments with a single hand while operating 
the camera. The 5-step counterbalance allows for precise 

and independent adjustment, as well as drag on 
both pan and tilt mechanisms. In addition, double 

rosettes provide dual mounting points for 
telescoping pan handles, and an 

on-board level assures proper 
orientation for pans.

Easy to balance

The calibrated sliding top platform makes it easy to set 
and reset camera positioning for faster balancing.

Quick & Secure mounting

The H-Series Video Heads include a snap-in quick release 
camera plate with double safety feature to provide 
simple and secure camera mounting, and dismounting.

Independent controls

The H-Series Video Heads feature independent 
controls for tilt lock, pan lock, tilt drag, pan drag and 
counterbalance. This provides you with full control over 
every operation.

75mm or 100mm

Whether you use 75mm or 100mm tripod systems, the 
H-Series has you covered. The 75mm H8 supports up to 
17.6 lb and the 100mm H10 supports up to 22.0 lb.
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H-SERIES VIDEO HEADS 

H10/H8 video heads
Designed with the camera operator in mind, the Benro 
H10 Video Head is built for virtually any video tripod 
with a 100mm bowl. The Benro H8 Video Head fits any 
video tripod with a 75mm bowl. Both feature robust 
construction and advanced controls. The H10 and H8 
includes a snap-in quick release camera plate with 

double safety feature to provide 
simple and secure camera mounting, 
and dismounting. The calibrated 
sliding top platform makes it easy to 
set and reset camera positioning for 
faster balancing. 

All of the main controls, other than counterbalance, are 
located on the left side of the head making it easy to 
make adjustments with a single hand while operating the 
camera. The 5-step counterbalance allows for precise and 
independent adjustment, as well as drag on both pan 
and tilt mechanisms. In addition, double rosettes provide 
dual mounting points for telescoping pan handles, and 
an on-board level assures proper orientation for pans. 
The H10 Video Head supports up to 22.0 lb; the H8 
supports up to 17.6 lb.

Dual rosette pan arm 
mounts

Telescoping pan arm Height adjustable pan arm

4-step 
Pan Drag

4-step  
Tilt Drag

5-step 
Counterbalance

Bowl 
H10: 100mm

H8: 75mm

Load 
H10: 22.0 lb
H8: 17.6 lb
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H-SERIES VIDEO HEADS 

H10/H8 video head features:

 ʲ Sliding top base

The calibrated sliding top platform makes it easy to 
set and reset camera positioning for faster balancing.

 ʲ Snap-in quick release

The H8 Video Head includes a snap-in quick 
release camera plate with double safety feature to 
provide simple and secure camera mounting, and 
dismounting.

 ʲ 5-step counterbalance

Counterbalance will help you counter the weight of 
your rig or heavy lens. Each step provides a different 
amount of counterbalance: 

H10: 0 lb (0 kg),  8.8 lb (4.0 kg), 13.2 lb (6.0 kg), 17.6 lb 
(8.0 kg) and 22.0 lb (10.0 kg)

H8: 0 lb (0 kg), 5.5 lb (2.5 kg), 9.9 lb (4.5 kg), 14.3 lb 
(6.5 kg) and 17.6 lb (8.0 kg)

 ʲ Independent pan and tilt drag

The H10 and H8 has a 4-step pan drag and 4-step tilt 
drag for independent control over each movement.

 ʲ Independent locks 

Both the pan lock and tilt lock can be turned on or 
off independently and are located on the operator 
side of the head for easy control. Tilt range for the 
H10 is +90°/-65°; H8 is +90°/-70°.

Sliding top base Independent pan and 
tilt drag

Snap-in quick release 5-step counterbalance Independent pan and tilt 
locks
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K-series video tripod kit 

Difficult terrain

Rubber feet retract to expose steel spikes to ensure your 
tripod sits solid on almost any terrain.

Quick operation

Quick leg lock levers make it convenient for rapid and 
solid height adjustments.

Simple operation

The AD71FK5 supports up to 11.0 lb and utilizes built in 
drag for simple operation of the video head.

Sturdy 

The twin leg design helps reduce vibration and provides 
a sturdy platform for achieving smooth pans and tilts. 

Impressive weight capacity

With a weight capacity of 11.0 lb, the AD71FK5 can 
handle HDSLR cameras with long lenses or other 

mid-size video cameras.
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K-SERIES VIDEO TRIPOD KIT

AD71FK5 video tripod kit features:

 ʲ Independent pan & tilt lock

The pan and tilt functions can be locked down 
independently of each other.

 ʲ Quick lock levers

The quick lock levers ensure quick setup and 
teardown of the tripod kit on location.

 ʲ Retractable rubber feet

The retractable rubber feet expose the spiked feet 
underneath when needed for difficult terrain.

 ʲ Mid-level spreader

An integral mid-level spreader helps keep the 
tripod legs in a fixed position allowing for smoother 
panning and tilting.

Independent pan lockIndependent tilt lock Quick lock Levers Retractable rubber feet Mid-level spreader

AD71FK5 video tripod kit 
The Benro AD71FK5 Video Tripod Kit is a simple to use, sturdy video tripod with an 
impressive weight capacity. Ideal for the latest generation of compact digital 
video cameras, HDSLR’s and still cameras with long lenses that can benefit 
from the smooth movement and dampening characteristics. The AD71K5F 
represents an incredible value combining a video tripod and a precision matched 
ballhead. Carrying case included. Max height = 60 in. Closed length = 29.5 in.
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SPECIFICATIONS

S-series Video Tripod Kits
S2 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A1573FS2 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 61.8 in / 1570mm Folded 27.4 in / 695mm

Weight 4.4 lb / 2.0 kg Max Load 5.5 lb / 2.5 kg

Description A1573F Tripod, S2 Head, QR4 Plate & Carrying Case

S2 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C1573FS2 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 62.2 in / 1580mm Folded 28.0 in / 710mm

Weight 3.7 lb / 1.7 kg Max Load 5.5 lb / 2.5 kg

Description C1573F Video Tripod, S2 Head, QR4 Plate & Carrying Case

S4 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A2573FS4 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 69.7 in / 1770mm Folded 31.1 in / 790mm

Weight 5.7 lb / 2.6 kg Max Load 8.8 lb / 4.0 kg

Description A2573F Tripod, S4 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S4 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C2573FS4 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 67.9 in / 1725mm Folded 29.9 in / 760mm

Weight 4.9 lb / 2.2 kg Max Load 8.8 lb / 4.0 kg

Description C2573F Video Tripod, S4 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S6 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A2573FS6 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 70.3 in / 1785mm Folded 31.7 in / 805mm

Weight 7.1 lb / 3.2 kg Max Load 13.2 lb / 6.0 kg

Description A2573F Tripod, S6 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S6 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C2573FS6 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 68.5 in / 1740mm Folded 30.5 in / 775mm

Weight 6.0 lb / 2.7 kg Max Load 13.2 lb / 6.0 kg

Description C2573F Video Tripod, S6 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S8 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A373FBS8 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 63.8 in / 1620mm Folded 33.1 in / 840mm

Weight 11.0 lb / 5.0 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description A373F Tripod, S8 Head, QR13 Plate & Carrying Case

S8 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C373FBS8 Leg Type Single

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 63.8 in / 1620mm Folded 31.9 in / 810mm

Weight 9.9 lb / 4.5 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description C373F Video Tripod, S8 Head, QR13 Plate & Carrying Case
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SPECIFICATIONS

S-series Video Monopod Kits
S2 Video Monopod Kit w/Flip Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A38FBS2 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Max Height 68.9 in / 1750mm Min Height 25.8 in / 655mm

Weight 2.9 lb / 1.3 kg Max Load 5.5 lb / 2.5 kg

Description A38FB Video Monopod, S2 Head, QR4 Plate & Carrying Case

S2 Video Monopod Kit w/Twist Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A38TBS2 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Twist Lock

Max Height 68.9 in / 1750mm Min Height 25.8 in / 655mm

Weight 2.9 lb / 1.3 kg Max Load 5.5 lb / 2.5 kg

Description A38TB Video Monopod, S2 Head, QR4 Plate & Carrying Case

S4 Video Monopod Kit w/Flip Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A48FBS4 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Max Height 73.2 in / 1860mm Min Height 27.2 in / 690mm

Weight 4.2 lb / 1.9 kg Max Load 8.8 lb / 4.0 kg

Description A48FB Video Monopod, S4 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S4 Video Monopod Kit w/Twist Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A48TBS4 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Twist Lock

Max Height 73.2 in / 1860mm Min Height 27.2 in / 690mm

Weight 4.2 lb / 1.9 kg Max Load 8.8 lb / 4.0 kg

Description A48TB Video Monopod, S4 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S6 Video Monopod Kit w/Flip Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A48FBS6 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Max Height 73.8 in / 1875mm Min Height 28.1 in / 715mm

Weight 4.9 lb / 2.2 kg Max Load 13.2 lb / 6.0 kg

Description A48FB Video Monopod, S6 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S6 Video Monopod Kit w/Twist Locks – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A48TBS6 Leg Sections 4 Leg Locks Twist Lock

Max Height 73.8 in / 1875mm Min Height 28.1 in / 715mm

Weight 4.9 lb / 2.2 kg Max Load 13.2 lb / 6.0 kg

Description A48TB Video Monopod, S6 Head, QR6 Plate & Carrying Case

S-series Video Heads
S2 Video Head

Cat # S2 Base Mount 60mm Flat 3/8" Thread Tilt Range +90°/-80°

Height 3.5 in / 90mm Weight 0.9 lb / 0.4 kg Max Load 5.5 lb / 2.5 kg

Description Flat Base Mount S2 Head, BS03 Pan Arm Handle & QR4 Plate

S4 Video Head

Cat # S4 Base Mount 60mm Flat 3/8" Thread Tilt Range +90°/-60°

Height 3.9 in / 100mm Weight 1.5 lb / 0.7 kg Max Load 8.8 lb / 4.0 kg

Description Flat Base Mount S4 Head, BS03 Pan Arm Handle & QR6 Plate

S6 Video Head

Cat # S6 Base Mount 65mm Flat 3/8" Thread Tilt Range +90°/-50°

Height 4.5 in / 115mm Weight 2.6 lb / 1.2 kg Max Load 13.2 lb / 6.0 kg

Description Flat Base Mount S6 Head, BS04 Telescoping Pan Arm Handle & QR6 Plate

S8 Video Head

Cat # S8 Base Mount 75mm Flat 3/8" Thread Tilt Range +90°/-70°

Height 5.7 in / 145mm Weight 5.3 lb / 2.4 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description Flat Base Mount S8 Head, BS04 Telescoping Pan Arm Handle & QR13 Plate
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SPECIFICATIONS

H-series Video Tripod Kits
H8 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A673TMH8 Leg Type Twin Leg

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Twist Lever

Extended 64.6 in /1 640mm Folded 34.4 in / 875mm

Weight 14.6 lb / 6.6 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description A673TM Tripod, Bowl Mount H8 Head, Snap-in QR10 Plate & Carrying Case

H8 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C673TMH8 Leg Type Twin Leg

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Twist Lever

Extended 64.6 in / 1640mm Folded 34.4 in / 875mm

Weight 13.1 lb / 5.9 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description C673TM Tripod, Bowl Mount H8 Head, Snap-in QR10 Plate & Carrying Case

H10 Video Tripod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # A674TMH10 Leg Type Twin Leg

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Twist Lever

Extended 65.2 in / 1655mm Folded 34.8 in / 885mm

Weight 16.1 lb / 7.3 kg Max Load 22.0 lb / 10.0 kg

Description A674TM Tripod, Bowl Mount H10 Head, Snap-in QR10 Plate & Carrying Case

H10 Video Tripod Kit – Carbon Fiber

Cat # C674TMH10 Leg Type Twin Leg

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Twist Lever

Extended 65.2 in / 1655mm Folded 34.8 in / 885mm

Weight 14.6 lb / 6.6 kg Max Load 22.0 lb / 10.0 kg

Description C674TM Tripod, Bowl Mount H10 Head, Snap-in QR10 Plate & Carrying Case

H-series Video Heads
H8 Video Head

Cat # H8 Base Mount 75mm Ball

Tilt Range +90°/-70° Height* 6.1 in / 154mm

Weight 6.2 lb / 2.8 kg Max Load 17.6 lb / 8.0 kg

Description Bowl Mount H8 Head, BS02 Telescoping Pan Arm Handle & Snap-in QR10 Plate

H10 Video Head

Cat # H10 Base Mount 100mm Ball

Tilt Range +90°/-65° Height* 6.0 in / 152mm

Weight 6.9 lb / 3.1 kg Max Load 22.0 lb / 10.0 kg

Description Bowl Mount H10 Head, BS02 Telescoping Pan Arm Handle & Snap-in QR10 Plate

*Height from top of Ball

K-series Video Tripod Kit
K Video Tropod Kit – Aluminum Alloy

Cat # AD71FK5 Leg Type Twin Leg

Leg Sections 3 Leg Locks Flip Lock

Extended 60.0 in / 1524mm Folded 29.5 in / 750mm

Weight 7.0 lb / 3.2 kg Max Load 11.0 lb / 5.0 kg

Description AD71F Tripod, Bowl Mount K5 Head, Slide-in QR11 Plate & Carrying Case
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5-year warranty

Each Benro product is covered by a 5 year warranty  
(3 years at purchase + 2 years with online registration).


